Jewish Studies Program at the University of Pennsylvania

Meltzer Internship Application

Fall 2019

The Jewish Studies Meltzer Internship Program enables students to explore the intellectual dimensions of Jewish studies outside the classroom. During the semester, interns will develop and organize one event for students. Programs might include a discussion with a scholar, a panel discussion, a performance, or any other event that raises issues relevant to Jewish studies. The Meltzer Faculty and Grad Coordinators will assist with conceptualization and with clarification of financial and technical needs. Each intern will have a modest programming budget for the Meltzer event, and each will receive a $200 research stipend.

1) Name: ________________________________________

2) Address: ______________________________________

3) E-mail: _______________________________________

4) Class Year: ____________________________________

5) Major/Minor: ________________________________

6) Have you taken/ are you taking courses in Jewish Studies (please list them):

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

7) In a brief paragraph (to be attached to this form), explain your interest in becoming a Jewish Studies Intern, and the type of programs in which you would be interested in participating. Please give examples of specific events or event-types that you would wish to organize and be sure to link these ideas to your academic pursuits / academic interests.

Submit this application via email by Friday, September 20th to Christine Walsh at chwalsh@sas.upenn.edu. The subject line should read: Meltzer Intern Application.

All acceptances will be confirmed via email by the following Monday, September 23rd, with an initial meeting with all accepted interns to be held on Thursday, September 26th.

If you have questions about the Meltzer Internship Program, please contact the Meltzer Internship Graduate Coordinator, Adam Sax, at adam1@sas.upenn.edu.